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WHAT?

DOT is an affiliate program of the Open City 

Design Institute. OCDI  is an independent non-

profit organization that engages the city through 

public programs, exhibitions, competitions, 

publications, research, learning and practice. 

The Spatial Installation Residency aligns itself with 

OCDI + DOT ideology: the city is a campus for 

learning, practice, and production. The residency 

invites Contemporary artists to spend time 

researching and creating a project, seeing it to 

fruition in the DOT Gallery.

WHERE?

The first iteration of DOT will be located within 

the Mitchell-Copp Facade, at 315 Portage Avenue, 

Winnipeg, Canada. The space is  essentially a 

cylinder with a  9’ diameter and 11’ tall. This is 

the primary node of DOT Gallery, however DOT 

is interested in exposing other unused or vacant 

spaces in the city. Please contact if you are 

interested in a different space.

WHEN?

DOT is always accepting applications for the 

residency. The artists receive 3 weeks to devote 

towards research, creation and production, and 3 

weeks for exhibition. The remaining 3 weeks are 

to be allocated to either portion of the residency - 

wherever the artist deems time most befitting.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

Communications between Dot, OCDI, and the 

Winnipeg Art and Design Community.

PUBLICATION

A publication designed for and about the 

resident (via DOT) and inclusion in future, annual 

publication.

MEDIA

The OCDI and DOT Media team will generate 

publicity and leading upto the run of the show.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Technical assistance as artist requires; labour in 

production, installing, errands

Artist welcome to use Make Coffee and Stuff as an 

office hub. Access to wifi, 8 x11 printing, Make Gift 

Card value of 100$.

HOW?

If you are interested in learning more or seeking 

application please inquire by email to MAIN@

OCDI.INFO.
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